greens. It does not spread to grasses other than bluegrass. Spraying or dusting is not likely to prove a practical method of control except in limited areas. Any ordinary treatment which will induce a vigorous growth of bluegrass will usually prove effective in hiding the affected leaves even if it does not eliminate the disease. When the grass is clipped close the injury from the disease is much more pronounced. Therefore, when a turf is badly affected with this leafspot the blades of the mower should be raised as high as circumstances will permit.

The Brush Harrow

By Frank B. Barrett, Hollywood Golf Club, Deal, N. J.

In looking over implements at golf courses it is surprising how seldom one sees a good brush harrow. Such a harrow is not only useful for construction purposes but it is also quite necessary for maintenance where fairways are topdressed. It is also excellent for brushing worm-casts on the fairways in the fall.

A brush harrow may be made from a 2 by 8 plank 14 feet long into which a hole 1\(\frac{1}{4}\) inches in diameter is drilled about 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet from each end and 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches from the front edge for a chain hitch. When it is desired to use the front edge it is necessary only to shorten the hitch. Then get about 15 cedars about 15 feet long and fasten their butt ends equidistant to the plank by bolts, and then wire the brush and pole together to maintain firmness.

When it is desired to use typical brush or switch, use two planks 2 by 8 inches, bolting them together with about a dozen bolts and split washers. The use of a wire here will assist to maintain position of the brush and keep it firm.

Some U. S. Golf Association Decisions on the Rules of Golf

In taking a stance to play a ball from the rough, when a bush or tree obstructs so that a proper stance may not be taken or prevents the player from getting free back swing, may he break living objects and remove them so that branches of trees or bushes may not hinder him in swinging?
Decision.—The interpretation of Rule 15 is that in taking a stance a player must not deliberately break or bend living objects with a view to improving his swing at the ball.

A player on the 9th hole drove his second shot near the boundary line and played a provisional ball. Before coming to where his first ball lay, without ascertaining whether the first ball was in or out of bounds he played a second shot to the green with the provisional ball. Then finding his original ball was not out of bounds, he played that ball to the green. The provisional ball was over the green and he chipped on to the green with that; then holed out his original ball for a 4; then holed out in 2 more with the provisional ball. One player stated that having played 2 shots with the provisional ball he must continue with that ball and accept the score (8) made with it, and that the original ball was out of play and did not count after he elected to play a second shot with the provisional ball.

Decision.—A player is entitled to play shots with the provisional ball only until it is up to or beyond the spot where the first ball is presumed to lie. If the original ball is found in bounds he must play on with it and play no more strokes with the provisional ball.

A ball is sliced by B from the 17th tee to the 10th green. A tree stymies him. He moves his ball off to the right, so he has a clear shot to the hole. He insists he can move to right or left, or back, just so he is not nearer the hole. A insists he must move back on a line between his ball and the hole, keeping the spot where the ball lay between himself and the hole. Who is right?

Decision.—If there is no local rule the ball must be played where it lies, under the rules. If there is a local rule, a ball is dropped “near as possible but not nearer the hole.” “Near as possible” means a club’s length.

Defective drainage.—Often turf will die out in spots on a green or fairway without apparent cause. In nine cases out of ten, however, the cause is defective drainage.

Sweet Vernal Grass

By C. V. Piper

Sweet vernal grass is native to the Old World but is abundantly introduced in the northern half of the United States, except in the semiarid regions. The grass is notable for two reasons: First, its sweet odor, resembling that of vanilla, most evident when the grass is cut or when it is ripening; second, its ability to grow and spread on very poor land. On account of its odor many golfers like to have it in the rough. Formerly it was used in meadow mixtures to impart a sweet odor to the hay, but it is bitter to the taste, so that cattle do not like it.

It is a bunch grass in habit and excellent for use in the rough. If mowed when in full bloom it will usually require no other care in the rough. As part of a mixture of grasses for the rough, sweet vernal grass has great merit. Seed of sweet vernal grass is cheap and abundant. For the rough, 25 pounds an acre should be used, if sown alone.